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There will be a grand buffet style brunch at 12:30 PM at the Vernon Manor.
People can let Shawn know they will attend by e-mail; smj145@gmail.com or
Inside
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phone; 513-404-8191. However, since we don’t have to worry about space or timAugust Picnic Pictures ..............3
ing with the brunch, it is open to all.

The Reinforcement of Religious and Superstitious Belief
Speaker: Justin Perry
Since Skinner’s (1947) article on superstition in pigeons, much research has
been focused on these processes in both animals and humans. Research has focused
primarily on ritualistic human behaviors, i.e., a sports fan wearing a lucky sock
during the games of his favorite team. There has been much less focus on religious
based superstitious belief and behavior as seen through the perspective of Skinner.
This presentation will provide a review of previous research relating to Skinner’s
work. Then will continue with current and future research that is being completed
and its relation to basic religious superstition. The presentation will conclude by
posing the argument that religious belief and behavior is contingent on schedules
and types of reinforcement.
Our speaker for September will be Justin Perry, a graduate student at Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center. This presentation is based on the research and

October Meeting - Sunday, October 28, 2007 7:00 PM
Jack London: Author And Heretic
Speaker: Timothy J. Madigan, Ph.D.
Jack London (1876-1916) remains one of the most-read of all American novelists.
In his short life he managed to write such classic novels as The Call of the Wild, John
Barleycorn, Martin Eden, The Sea Wolf and The Iron Heel (a dystopian work that
inﬂuenced George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty Four), as well as countless short stories,
newspaper articles and plays.
Raised by a spiritualist mother, from whom he later became estranged, London was
always an unconventional thinker. An avowed socialist until shortly before his death,
he considered himself to be an atheist, and he was always critical of organized religion.
His views on women, racial matters, and politics remain controversial. Tim Madigan
will discuss the continuing relevance of London’s life and work, especially his uneasy
mixture of rugged individualism and concern for the downtrodden, exempliﬁed in his
book The People of the Abyss and his essay “How I Became a Socialist.”
Tim Madigan teaches philosophy at St. John Fisher College in Rochester, New
York and was formerly the editor of Free Inquiry magazine. He is one of our favorite
speakers, having spoken to FIG at our initial meeting in 1991 and almost every year
since.
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Events
September Potluck
Alert! - Date change!
Wednesday, September 19, 2007,
6:30 PM at the home of

September Meeting
Sunday, September 23, 2007, 2:00 PM
at the Vernon Manor
400 Oak Street, Cincinnati, OH

October Potluck
Tuesday, October 8, 2007,
6:30 PM at the home of
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RELOCATE YOUR BUSINESS IN
NORTHERN KENTUCKY
home of ANSWERS IN GENESIS
home of THE CREATION MUSEUM
Advertised by Northern Kentucky Convention Bureau
An educational site endorsed by state ofﬁcials
Praised by the Governor of Kentucky
Attracting thousands of visitors
While you are minding your business
Your children can be learning:
Humans and dinosaurs lived at the same time.
The planet earth is only 6,000 years old.
Dinosaurs were on Noah’s Ark.
All species of animals were on Noah’s Ark,
(including ice worms.)
All animals were vegetarians before Adam’s sin.
Science is wrong and mythology is truth.
Believing something makes it true!

COME TO NORTHERN KENTUCKY:

LEADING THE RETURN TO THE
DARK AGES

Thanks to Edwin for this “Advertisement.”
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FIG Leaves - Thoughtful
articles, letters, reviews, reports,
anecdotes, and cartoons are very
welcome. Submit in Electronic
format via the internet to:
ﬁgleaves@fuse.net;
or on disk or typewritten via mail
to Editor, FIG Leaves, P.O. Box
19034, Cincinnati, OH 45219.
Contributions received before
the ﬁrst Friday of the month will
be considered for publication
that month.
All material printed in FIG
Leaves may be reproduced in
similar publications of nonproﬁt groups which grant FIG
Leaves reciprocal reprinting
rights as long as proper credit is
clearly attributed to FIG Leaves
and the authors and do not necessarily reﬂect opinions of the
editor or the Free Inquiry Group,
Inc., its board, or ofﬁcers.
FIG Board of Directors:
President: Margaret O’Kain,
Vice President: Donna Loughry
Secretary: George Maurer,
Treasurer: Bill O’Kain,
Program Chair: Shawn Jeffers,
Members: Michele Grinoch,
Helen Kagin,
Bryan Sellers,
Philip Ferguson,
Joe Levee,
Jessica Linburg
FIG Leaves Editor: Wolf Roder.

Memberships run from:
1 January to 31 December.
One year:
$25
Family:
$35
Subscription:
$10
If you join during the year, you
receive a $2 discount for each
month that has passed.
We request contributions above
membership dues. Contributions
are tax deductible.
© copyright 2006 The Free Inquiry Group, Inc.
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Great Food!
Great Talk!
Great Chefs!
Lots of Water!
Lots of Sun
Lots of Smiles
A great time all around!
Thank you to our hosts
Edwin & Helen!

www.freeinquirygroup.org
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Rationalist International expresses shock and deep concern
about the attack on Bangladeshi author Taslima Nasreen today (August
9) by the radical political outﬁt Majlis Ittehad-ul-Muslimeen (MIM)
at the Hyderabad Press Club. She
was releasing the Telegu translation
of her book Shodd. Taslima Nasreen
is an Honorary Associate of Rationalist International.
MIM activists, led by three state Legislative Council
members (MLAs), raised slogans against Taslima and
ﬂung chairs at her and others attending the function.
However, no injuries have been reported so far. MIM
leader Akhtar Khan, an MLA, said: “She is enemy of
Islam, she is a black spot on Muslims. We cannot bear
anyone talking against Islam. She has written books
against Islam. We will not tolerate her in Hyderabad.”
Taslima was rescued by the police and journalists
present at the press club and was escorted to the airport.
Three radicals have been detained by the police for
questioning. Taslima is living in exile for the last twelve
years after death threats forced her to ﬂee Bangladesh.
She is an outspoken champion of equal rights for women
and a fearless ﬁghter against religion. Taslima has faced
numerous death threats from Islamic radicals. Recently,
in March 2007, an Indian Muslim group offered a bounty
of 500,000 rupees for her beheading.
B Rationalist International (9 August 2007)

Attacked Bangladeshi writer facing incitement
charges
Richard Lea, Guardian Unlimited,8 Guardian News and Media
Limited 2007

Legal proceedings have been launched from all sides
as the case of the Bangladeshi writer Taslima Nasrin,
attacked last week at the launch of her book in southern
India, takes on a political dimension. The author herself
faces up to two years in jail if found guilty on a charge
of inciting religious tensions, launched by local police
at the weekend.
Proceedings have also been launched against the
three local politicians (MLAs) from the Majlis-e-Ittehadul Muslimeen (MIM) party who took part in the
attack at the press club in Hyderabad last Thursday.
The police are also investigating remarks made by
the MIM leader, Akbaruddin Owaisi, widely reported
4
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to have threatened the author with death, as well as the
leader of the MIM’s local rivals, the Majlis Bachao Tehreek (MBT) party, who is reported to have claimed that
the attack was an attempt by the MIM to foil a plan to
kill the writer outside the press club.
Writs are also to be ﬁled against the MLAs involved
in the attack by local citizens’ groups who had condemned the attack and criticised the police response.
But with local elections due early next year, the issue
is fast becoming a political ﬂash-point, with the MIM
widely expected to use a fatwa against Nasrin as a tool
to mobilise the muslim vote.

Nasrin shelters behind a supporter as the MIM activists and politicians
disrupt the meeting in Hydarabad. Photograph: Noah Seelam/AFP

Hindustan Times, Kolkata, 17 August 2007
A week after Muslim fundamentalists assaulted Taslima Nasreen in Hyderabad, some Muslim leaders here
revived an old fatwa against her, telling her to leave the
country and offering an unlimited amount of money to
anybody who would kill her.
Imam Barkati of the Tipu Sultan mosque, and leaders of the Majlish Banchao Tanjim (MBT) made the
announcement during Friday prayers. AIf she does not
leave within a month, she will face dire consequences.
We have also asked the government not to renew her visa
and deport her,@ MBT spokesperson Majid Ullah Khan
said. The MBT is a breakaway group of the Majlis-eIttehadul Muslimeen, which had attacked the author in
Hyderabad.
ATaslima has spoken against Islam and Prophet Muhammad and we will go to any extent to eliminate her,@
Khan said. He added that the MBT would meet Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh and Congress president Sonia
Gandhi to demand Taslima=s ouster.
Taslima, on her part, refused to be cowed. AI am here
with the permission of the Indian government and will
stay here till the government wants me to leave. I will 
www.goﬁgger.org
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not leave because some people are threatening
At Last, a Comic Book Atheist Hero
me,@ she said. She added that such a fatwa was
Matthew Chapman Hufﬁngton Post, 8 August 2007
illegal and the announcers should be arrested.
Pat Tillman, an extraordinarily squareAThis kind of statement about unlimited rewards
jawed football player who gave up a lucrative
does scare me because anyone with greed might
professional life to go and ﬁght for his country,
try to harm me,@ she admitted.
was at ﬁrst hailed as a hero by a military eager
Chief Secretary Amit Kiran Deb refused to
for good publicity. When it was discovered
comment on any increase in Taslima=s security,
Tillman died as a result of “friendly ﬁre” -- he
Police commissioner Prasun Mukherjee
was shot at close range in the forehead, which
said: AWe are keeping tabs on all developments. As seems a little too friendly -- his family pressed hard for
far as security is concerned, adequate steps have been a more thorough investigation.
taken.@
Lt. Colonel Ralph Kauzlarich, an officer with
responsibilities for Tillman’s unit, complained that his
Religion causes harm, says poll
relatives were being so insistent because, like Pat, they
Richard Brooks; London Sunday Times; 2 September 2007
were atheists. They could not come to terms with his
Nearly half the British think that religion is harmful, death. From their perspective, after all, Pat was merely
according to a poll carried out by YouGov. Yet more than “wormdirt”. In other words, if they believed in God and
half also believe in God Aor something.@ The YouGov poll an afterlife they would be more compliant.
commissioned by John Humphrys, the broadcaster and
An interesting point.
writer, found that 42% of the 2,200 people taking part
America, the most religious country among all the
considered religion had a harmful effect. AOne reason developed nations, does have a puzzling willingness to
might be the publicity attracted by a handful of mad tolerate injustices which, particularly given the country’s
mullahs and their hate-ﬁlled rhetoric,@ writes Humphrys great wealth, should be considered intolerable. If God
in his new book, In God We Doubt.
exists, he’s doing a lousy job, so much so that one
Only 16% of those polled called themselves atheists; wonders if life might improve if we stopped believing in
28% believed in God; 26% believed in Asomething@ but him and started doing some of the heavy lifting ourselves.
were not sure what; and 9% regarded themselves as Might Americans, for example, suddenly see that it is
agnostics - like Humphrys himself, who had a religious insane not to have a health care system that works, or that
upbringing in Wales but calls himself a Adoubter.@ He there is something wrong about a country wherein some
writes:
people are billionaires while others can barely afford to
eat? In short, might reality snap into focus?
Even though the dominant faith - by a massive
You may argue that one thing has nothing to do with
margin B is Christianity, only 17% thought the
the other, but you can’t have it both ways. You can’t say
inﬂuence of religion was beneﬁcial. That is even
that religious faith has a real effect and at the same time
fewer than those who claim that they believe in
say that extracting it would have no effect.
a personal God. And yet when we asked which
Of course, people can and do have it both ways.
of the main religions was >most effective= in
When prayers are answered, God is credited and thanked.
getting its message across, most thought it was
When God fails, the devotee questions his own faith not
Christianity. Only 10% cited Islam compared
God’s existence. Heads God wins, tails you lose. Exempt
with 32% who said Christianity.
from this equation -- by deﬁnition, in my view -- is an
accurate analysis of existence. To quote Voltaire, “Those
In the survey 43% said they never prayed, 31% who can make you believe absurdities can make you
hardly prayed, and 10% prayed every night. AMore than commit atrocities.” If you want to read a compendium
half of those who say they believe in a personal God of religiously engendered “atrocities” read Christopher
cannot be bothered to pray to him every night,@ writes Hitchens’s superb book, God Is Not Great, which reminds
Humphrys.
you of them in acumulatively shocking detail.
www.freeinquirygroup.org
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Because I have written on the subject of
religion, I often talk to people about faith. I
rarely meet anyone who thinks as I do. Even
at the skeptical end, I usually ﬁnd, if I probe
a little, that people believe “there has to be
something,” some force, some supernatural
meaning. Finally, and always, comes the
fear of oblivion. There must be some kind of
afterlife. “This can’t just be it,” is the ﬁnal
plaintive but insistent appeal.
Why not? What evidence exists for any of these
ideas? Why this God as opposed to that one? If one is
invented, why not all? But reason is no match for fear
and never will be. Perhaps if it is fear itself that one must
fear (and I do -- fear so often turns to violence), then
maybe fear itself is what should be attacked. If attacking
the idiocies of faith has no chance, perhaps an appeal
to good, old-fashioned American machismo will do the
trick instead.
Here I return to Pat Tillman. When Tillman went
to war, he knew he was alone and finite. When he
contemplated the possibility of getting killed, he did not
see angels and ﬂuffy clouds beyond that moment, but
utter darkness. He required no guarantees of ultimate
survival before he jumped in. In fact, according to
credible reports, the very last words he spoke were to a
nearby soldier who was lying on the ground crying out to
God for help. “Would you shut your (expletive) mouth?”
yelled Tillman. “God’s not going to help you. You need
to do something for yourself, you sniveling...”
With his comic-book good looks and dialogue to
match, perhaps Tillman can provide a role model for
young atheists. A real hero with real courage, he not
only refutes forever the lie that there are no atheists in
foxholes, but more than that provides an opening for
a far more radical thought: atheism, in and of itself, is
courageous, and faith, in and of itself, is cowardly.

Political Theology:
Why is the news all about religion? I received an
angry e-mail from a reader this week complaining that
religion now shows up in every issue of What=s New.
Well, maybe not every issue, but he has a point. WN
is about science and politics. In happier times religion
got almost no mention. What changed? The cover story
6
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in the August 19 issue of the New York Times
Magazine tells us. AThe Politics of God@ by Mark
Lilla, is adapted from his book The Stillborn
God: Religion, Politics and the Modern West,
which will be published next month. We in
the West have our own fundamentalists, Lilla
acknowledges, but we “ﬁnd it incomprehensible
that theological ideas still stir up messianic
passions, leaving societies in ruin.” He goes on to
quote from an open letter President Ahmadinejad of Iran
sent to President Bush last year. It closes with: “Whether
we like it or not, the world is gravitating towards faith in
the Almighty, and justice and the will of God will prevail
over all things.”
Why empathy comes naturally to humans. A
frequent theme in mail I get from fundamentalists is that
without religion there would be no reason for people
to be good. I ﬁnd this shocking. Do these people long
to rape and pillage, but refrain only because God is
watching? The Wall Street Journal today has an article
by Robert Lee Hotz on the discovery of “mirror” cells in
the motor cortex that reﬂect the actions and intentions of
others as if they were our own. They cause us to identify
with the characters in a novel, or suffer when we watch
others suffer on the evening news. If we are good, it is
because we see ourselves as part of the human race and
the happiness of others makes us happy.
B What=s New by Robert Park, 17 August 2007

Exists there a soul? The journal Science today
reports new results on the experimental induction of
out-of-body sensations. This curious experience is more
often associated with the tabloid media. You may recall a
New York Times story by Sandra Blakeslee about a year
ago(3 Oct 06) in which a Swiss neurologist induced the
effect by mild electrical stimulation of the angular gyrus,
a region of the brain in the parietal lobe involved in a
number of processes related to language and cognition.
The effect is attributed to discrepancy between the actual
position of the body and the mind=s perceived location.
The Swiss group has now induced the out-of- body effect without brain stimulation or hallucinogenic drugs by
ﬁtting the subject with display goggles that show a video
image of the person from a different perspective. This
research is important in part because out-of-body experiences, particularly when associated with near-death, are
often cited as evidence of a soul. The odd belief that the
www.goﬁgger.org
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half-million embryonic stem cells left
over from in-vitro fertilization have
souls is behind objections to using
them in research rather than sending
them to the autoclave.
The amygdala: if we have a soul,
this must be it! I consulted with two
Catholic theologians on the faculty
of a nearby seminary, who explained that the soul is the
“spiritual essence” of a person. After much discussion,
“spiritual essence” seemed to be associated with empathy, though Catholic priests use different words. Our
emotional response to sensory input is determined by
the amygdalae, two almond shaped groups of neurons
located deep within the medial temporal lobes. Embryos,
I note, don=t have amygdalae.
Also reported today, Shinya Yamanaka, one
of Japan=s leading stem cell scientists, will join the
Gladstone Institute of Cardiovascular Disease in San
Francisco, where his work will be funded in part by
California=s stem cell initiative. This is good news, of
course, but we note that he=s recognized for persuading
skin cells from mice to behave like stem cells. We=ve
lost years while stem-cell research has been diverted to
circumventing religious objections to the use of human
eggs or embryo
B What=s New by Robert L. Park, 24 August 2007

Humanists and the Trap of Atheism
A Guest Column by Vir Narain in HumanistNetworkNews.org, 15 August 2007
It is perhaps not surprising that the worldwide rise in
religious antipathies, most notably between evangelical
Christianity and radical Islam, is now being reﬂected in
a growing stridency between atheists and rationalists.
In November 2006, what is regarded as the ﬁrst New
Atheist conference, “Beyond Belief: Science, Religion,
Reason and Survival,” was held at the Salk Institute for
Biological Studies in California. In April 2007, possibly
as a counterpoint to the conference in California, the New
Humanism Conference was held at Harvard.
Although it is perhaps true that a large proportion
of humanists would describe themselves as atheists,
the humanist movement has never considered atheism
(construed as a rejection of all concepts of God) as a
www.freeinquirygroup.org

necessary part of the humanist outlook. According to
the Minimum Statement adopted by the International
Humanist and Ethical Union,
Humanism is a democratic and ethical life
stance, which afﬁrms that human beings have
the right and responsibility to give meaning and
shape to their own lives.... It is not theistic. It does
not accept a supernatural view of reality.
The sentence “It is not theistic” needs elaboration,
and it has been suggested that it should be recast, “It is
not theistic, in the sense that it ignores the various claims
about the existence of God as having no relevance to the
practical conduct of human affairs, except that it categorically rejects the idea of a rewarding and punishing
God who intervenes in human affairs.” In other words,
the humanist movement rejects the God of the moralists
while ignoring the God of the philosophers as having no
relevance to the conduct of human affairs.
The so-called “strong atheist” movement proposes, “I
do not know, or care, what your concept of God is, I hold
it to be false.” This smacks of a dogmatism quite alien to
the humanist ethos. It can perhaps best be described as
aggressive atheism. Pragmatic humanism is concerned
with only those beliefs and attitudes which have a bearing
on the conduct of human affairs. Belief in the existence
of an anthropomorphic God who rewards and punishes,
and responds to prayers, strikes at the very roots of the
humanist worldview, which is based on the autonomous
nature of morality.
The God of Spinoza, Whitehead or Einstein is of no
interest to humanists. A total rejection of all concepts
of God advocated so fervently by the New Atheists is
not only logically untenable, but also unnecessary -and essentially counterproductive -- from the humanist
point of view. Perhaps what we need is a return to the
large and tolerant vision of the founders of the humanist
movement.
Vir Narain is the chairman of the Indian Humanist Union and
editor of its quarterly journal, The Humanist Outlook.
From Humanist Network News, the weekly e-zine of the
Institute for Humanist Studies: www.humaniststudies.org

Quote
If there is a supreme being, he’s crazy.......... Marlene Dietrich.

Unquote
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DR. SUESS TYPE RESPONSE TO
Some of those babies would be colored snerfell.
INTELLIGENT DESIGN WATCHMAKER And some of those babies would be colored murfell,
And some of those babies would be in between.
POEM
Now most people know that watches in pockets,
Are made of different stuff than eyes in eye sockets.
A watch doesn=t have wings, or ﬂippers, or feet,
A watch isn=t something another watch might just eat.
A watch doesn=t live in a nest, cave, or hive,
And that is because a watch isn=t alive.
If you can get that small detail resolved,
You can see why it=s dumb to say life hasn=t evolved.
And pretend that making a watch for a wrist,
Is just like making an arm or a ﬁst.
And pretend people were made and clearly designed,
Because life is complex and sometimes reﬁned.
Life didn=t happen by magic or plan,
Like thinking some dirt was turned into a man.
And some folks believe, and this is no ﬁb,
That the ﬁrst woman was made from ﬁrst dirt man=s rib.
Evolution happened and it isn=t true,
That people were made by some god from some goo.
Let=s say that you took about ten quillion rabbits,
All alike in their looks, and their hops, and their habits.
And that about half were colored bright snerfell,
And that about half were colored dark murfell.
And if they made babies those snerfells and murfells,
Irish Humor: Going to Church
John O’Reilly hoisted his beer at his regular pub and
offered the following toast: “Here’s to spending the rest
of me life, between the legs of me lovely wife!” That won
him top prize at the pub for the best toast of the night!
He went home and proudly told his wife, Mary, “I won
the prize for the best toast of the night.” “Aye, did ye
now,” said Mary. “And what was your toast?” Thinking
quickly, John said, “Here’s to spending the rest of me
life, sitting in church beside me wife.” “Oh, that is very
nice indeed, John!” said Mary.
The next day, Mary ran into one of John’s drinking
buddies on the street corner. The man leeringly chuckled
and said, “John won the prize the other night at the pub
with a toast about you, Mary.” “Aye, he told me,” said
Mary, “and I was a bit surprised meself. You know, he’d
only been there twice in the last four years. Once he fell
asleep, and the other time I had to pull him by the ears
to make him come.”
8
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In some brand new colors no rabbit had seen,
Maybe some would be colored a pleasing snerplean.
Or maybe some awful disgusting murgreen,
And some might be lovely and some quite obscene.
And if the rabbits thus colored should make some
more rabbits,
With only those rabbits with their color habits.
A new color for rabbits would ﬁnally evolve,
And the colors they started out with would dissolve.
And be completely replaced after enough time,
With snerplean or murgreen not made out slime.
And enough time and enough rabbit ranges,
Could make in those rabbits amazing new changes.
Until they perhaps were no longer rabbits,
But maybe some new type of postrabbitodabits.
A new kind of life we could not invent in our mind,
As new as a timepiece some watchmaker might wind.
But made from the life force creationists mock,
Who think life is something as dead as a clock.
So don=t be confused by people who lie,
Who think truth is found in a book from the sky.
If it weren=t for science we wish they could see,
We would all have to use candles to watch the T.V.
-- Edwin Kagin, March 24, 2007

SCIENCE BOOK CLUB: 2007 Schedule
Science book club as in past years plans
on meeting at the Cincinnati Downtown
Library on the 4th Sunday of each month
at 2:30pm in Room 3A, except on the
3rd Sunday because of holidays or other
conﬂicts as noted below:
Sept. 23 - The big splat, or, How our moon
came to be by Dana Mackenzie
Oct. 28 - Facts and mysteries in elementary
particle physics by Martinus J.G.
Veltman
Nov. 18 (3rd Sunday) - What we believe
but cannot prove : today’s leading
thinkers on science in the age of
certainty edited by John Brockman
Dec. 16 (3rd Sunday) - The Republican
war on science by Chis Mooney
www.goﬁgger.org
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Subject: Thinking - Thanks to Edwin Kagin
It started out innocently enough. I began to think
at parties now and then -- just to loosen up. Inevitably,
though, one thought led to another, and soon I was more
than just a social thinker. I began to think alone -- “to
relax,” I told myself -- but I knew it wasn’t true.
Thinking became more and more important to me,
and ﬁnally I was thinking all the time. That was when
things began to sour at home. One evening I turned off
the TV and asked my wife about the meaning of life. She
spent that night at her mother’s. I began to think on the
job. I knew that thinking and employment don’t mix, but
I couldn’t help myself.
I began to avoid friends at lunchtime so I could read
Thoreau, Muir, Confucius and Kafka. I would return
to the ofﬁce dizzied and confused, asking, “What is it
exactly we are doing here?”
One day the boss called me in. He said, “Listen, I
like you, and it hurts me to say this, but your thinking
has become a real problem. If you don’t stop thinking
on the job, you’ll have to ﬁnd another job.”
This gave me a lot to think about. I came home
early after my conversation with the boss. “Honey,” I
confessed, “I’ve been thinking...” “I know you’ve been
Liquor and Longevity
The horse and mule live thirty years
And nothing know of wines and beers.
The goat and sheep at twenty die
And never taste of Scotch or Rye.
The cow drinks water by the ton
And is at eighteen mostly done.
The dog at ﬁfteen cashes in
Without the aid of rum and gin.
The cat in milk and water soaks
And then in twelve short years it croaks.
The modest, sober, bone-dry hen
Lays eggs for nogs, then dies at ten.
All animals are strictly dry:
They sinless live and swiftly die;
But sinful, ginful, rum-soaked men
Survive for three score years and ten.
And some of them, a very few,
Stay pickled till they=re ninety-two.
Anonymous
www.freeinquirygroup.org

thinking,” she said, “and I want a divorce!” “But Honey,
surely it’s not that serious.” “It is serious,” she said,
lower lip aquiver. “You think as much as college professors and college professors that don’t make any money,
so if you keep on thinking, we won’t have any money!”
“That’s a faulty syllogism,” I said impatiently.
She exploded in tears of rage and frustration, but I
was in no mood to deal with the emotional drama. “I’m
going to the library,” I snarled as I stomped out the door.
I headed for the library, in the mood for some Nietzsche.
I roared into the parking lot with NPR on the radio and
ran up to the big glass doors. They didn’t open. The
library was closed. To this day, I believe that a Higher
Power was looking out for me that night. Leaning on the
unfeeling glass, whimpering for Zarathustra, a poster
caught my eye: “Friend, is heavy thinking ruining your
life?” it asked.
You probably recognize that line. It comes from the
standard Thinkers Anonymous poster. This is why I am
what I am today: a recovering thinker. I never miss a TA
meeting. At each meeting we watch a non-educational
video; last week it was “Porky’s.” Then we share experiences about how we avoided thinking since the last
meeting. I still have my job and things are a lot better at
home. Then we pray together and praise God for giving
us the Bible so we don’t have to think about what’s right
and wrong. Life just seemed easier somehow, as soon
as I stopped thinking. I believe the road to recovery is
nearly complete for me. Today, I took the ﬁnal step......
I joined the Republican Party.

Which President said this about which President and
which war?
Trusting to escape scrutiny, by ﬁxing the public gaze
upon the exceeding brightness of military glory - that
attractive rainbow, that rises in showers of blood - that
serpent’s eye, that charms to destroy - he plunged us into
- from Kurt Vonnegut, A Man without a Country, p76
war.
The Cincinnati Atheists Meetup
When: Tuesday, 18 September at 8:00PM
Where: Joseph-Beth Booksellers
2692 Madison Rd. Rookwood Pavillion
Cincinnati OH 45207; 513-396-8966
To see who’s coming and to see more event details:
http://atheists.meetup.com/90/calendar/5140742/t/cv1_ve
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Fig Leaves
BOOK REVIEW II
Against All Gods: six Polemics on Religion and an
Essay on Kindness
by Anthony C. Grayling
review by Cal McCrystal in The Independent
(2007)
Being of a religious bent, I happen to worship the
jellyﬁsh. It is attractive to the eye. It patrols our beaches
protectively, reserving a stinging chastisement for those
who would deny its powers. Unlike the Christian Holy
Trinity, its three divine parts are bonded visibly: Ectoderm,
Endoderm and, in between, Mesoglea. It is universal, and
those of us who commune with it do so clad in a respectful vestment, vestis umidus or wet suit. Our name for the
jellyﬁsh is Juju.
That is not to say that other religions are inferior. I am
well aware that jealousy between faiths can lead to unnecessary bloodshed, so I rarely proselytise on behalf of
my own silent god. Praying to Juju, I recite the uplifting
words: “Allow me to order myself lowly and reverently
to all my betters.”
On the other hand, always open to conversion, I am
impressed by Anthony Grayling’s idea of forming a religious group “based on belief in the divinity of garden
gnomes”. Virtually everything in Grayling’s little book (64
pages; small enough to be a Sunday School catechism)
makes sense, particularly when he asks if he should be
entitled to public money for a school in which children
can be brought up in garden gnomism, “together with a
bishop’s seat in Parliament perhaps?”
Grayling, a renowned philosopher and proliﬁc author, is a non-believer (he prefers the word “naturalist”
to “atheist”). I long ago chose reason over Romanism
but, although I am often impatient with the outlandish
claims of faith and the zeal of the superstitious, I seldom
feel tormented by them (Humanists might adopt the plea,
“Forgive them for they know not what they do”).
Here, though, one senses a fury behind Grayling’s
polemics. This is perfectly understandable since, as he
observes, the debate “has become an acerbic one - and
worse”. Apologists for faith, he says, are an evasive community in a “mist-shrouded domain” of sophistry. Fair
10
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enough, but much more dangerous than religious faith is
how the faithful are prepared to defend their beliefs (“faith
is what I die for, dogma is what I kill for”).
Should we naturalists respect the supernatural? No,
says Grayling, for “to believe something in the face of
evidence and against reason - to believe something by
faith - is ignoble, irresponsible and ignorant, and merits
the opposite of respect.”
This, along with other recent excitations against
religious taboos, faith schools, et al (notably Richard
Dawkins’s The God Delusion), raises a few holy heckles,
but I’m not sure that it will make much difference to human gullibility, which has continued to fuel faith from an
antediluvian age. Besides, other factors often come into
play, as in Northern Ireland where people gain religious
strength and fervour from their adversaries. Likewise in
Britain, a dramatic or belligerent swelling of the ranks of
fundamentalist Islam would almost certainly prompt a
Christian rush to the altar for those lethal dogmas.
It can be argued that religion is massively punitive and
grotesquely mutilative. That certain gods insist on circumcision, clitorodectomy, dunking in water and speaking in
“divers” tongues, or impose codes based on brute-man’s
tribal spirit of vendetta or reprisal ought to be well behind
us. Surely it’s as much beyond human acceptance that we
be tyrannised by invisible and intangible things such as
gods and devils, than that we should genuﬂect to garden
gnomes - or jellyﬁsh. To dress our bodies, decorate our
heads, adorn our dinner tables in celebration of the belief
that a god “chose” us for special benediction; to scourge
our ﬂesh with whips in an annual abattoir; to yield to the
mystical and nasty imperative of caste; to stone to death
hapless “sinners” in expiation of their “sins” - all ﬂy in the
face of intelligent, contemplative humanitarianism.
If steaming Islam (for example) gives you the vapours,
then please turn to Grayling’s conclusion for your sedative.
“What we are witnessing is not the resurgence of religion,
but its death throes,” he says. Having begun to use their
newly assertive elbows, Muslims are being mimicked
by Sikhs and Christian evangelicals. Although Grayling
doesn’t mention it, there also are intimations of increased
twitchiness among Jews and Roman Catholics.
An abreactive and abrasive period lies ahead. The
author predicts that “as a factor in public and international
affairs [religion] is having what might be its last - charac
teristically bloody - ﬂing.”
www.goﬁgger.org

Fig Leaves
BOOK REVIEW
Piety and Politics: the Right-wing
Assault on Religious Freedom
by the Reverend Barry Lynn
(New York: Harmony Books, 2006)

Barry Lynn is an ordained pastor of the United Church
of Christ; he is also a licensed lawyer, and this second
role is the more important for this book. In addition he is
executive director of the advocacy group AU, Americans
United for the Separation of Church and State. An organization which has as its ﬁrst objective the defense of the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution, which
prohibits the government from establishing or favoring
any religion, or from interfering with the practice of any
faith. In this book Barry Lynn tries to explain to us what
this is about and what are the issues.
In this essay there are two kinds of people, and they
are not Christians and other believers, or the right and
the left, or even fundamentalist believers and liberal
Christians. Rather, the big divide in this book is between
those who are convinced the whole world should believe
as they do and those who accept that people have different faiths. For this country, or any country to prosper
or even to operate in peace with more than one religion
requires everyone to accept the other person may believe
differently. In short, you can not insist your religion is
the only correct one, but you need to tolerate those who
believe differently. The First Amendment simply enjoins
this tolerance on each and every facet of government, and
by extension on each of us.
Now some major religions, notably Christianity and
Islam assert they have the only and absolute truth B all
other faiths are simply wrong, mistaken, or downright
incorrigibly evil. Moreover, these religions enjoin upon
their followers to spread their faith, to proselytize, and
in any way possible to bring the whole world into their
fold. So there is a contradiction, or how can you tolerate
the fellow who is obviously totally wrongheaded, and believes in a false god. The obligation on the true believer is
to convince him otherwise, by hook, or crook, or stealth,
or force if necessary. So alright, let the true believers
missionize. In most situation an unwilling individual can
www.freeinquirygroup.org

refuse and tell the missionary: I=m not interested, back
off, and go to hell.
But, not all people have the necessary gumption to
tell a pushy missionary off, some are too shy or frightened. Some people are under authority: in prison, in
school, in the military, an overweening private boss, so
they feel they can not resist religious pressure. Which
is one reason why government authority may never be
used to push any kind of religious agenda, and this holds
especially and always for Christian sects, because they
have the extra clout of being the majority religion.
Most religions and most Christian sects in this
country have learned to keep their conversion attempts
sufﬁciently low key not to offend those who do not
want to be converted. But some groups have the idea
that what their religion considers right, is not merely
something they must follow themselves, but must also
impose, B by force, if necessary, B on the rest of society.
Anti-abortion, full faith that Jesus is god, no smoking,
public prayer, broad ownership of guns, denial of use of
some recreational drugs are only a few of these tenets.
Surely, the believers in these restrictions on freedom
have a right to argue for them in the public square, but
no right to impose them on us by stealth and force. Judicial interpretation of the First Amendment is intended
to mediate the discussion by saying what is and what
is not permitted.
The theologian and legal expert lays it out for us. Just
what Afreedom of religion@ is and why the wall between
church and government is so important. He describes
many political ways in which intolerant churches attempt to dictate to us, in education, in public symbols
and displays, in having their hand out for faith based
initiatives, in attacks on our freedom to read and learn,
and ﬁnally in our intimate and private lives. Lynn writes
clearly and concisely, it is an easy book to read and a
logic to follow. I recommend it.
The last time we allowed the intolerant bastards to
dictate to us we got the prohibition of alcoholic drinks.
That was a right proper mess. Let=s not go that way
again.
-- Wolf Roder
Quote
In heaven all the interesting people are missing.
- Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche

Unquote
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September Meeting
Sunday, Sept. 23, 2007
2:00 PM

October Potluck:
Tues. Oct. 8, 2007 6:30 PM
WEDNESDAY Sept. 19, 2007 6:30 PM

September Potluck:

FIG Leaves
P.O. Box 19034
Cincinnati, OH 45219

FIG
The Free Inquiry Group,
Inc. (FIG) is a non-proﬁt
organization founded in
1991. FIG is allied with
the Council for Secular
Hu-manism as well as an
affiliate of the American
Humanist Association and
of the American Atheists.
Though most of our
members are secular humanists, we welcome
to our meetings anyone
interested in learning about
or furthering our purpose.

Our Purpose
To foster a community of secular humanists dedicated to improving the human
condition through rational inquiry and creative thinking unfettered by
superstition, religion, or any form of dogma.
In accordance with our purpose, we have established the following goals:
• To provide a forum for intelligent exchange of ideas for those seeking
fulﬁllment in an ethical secular life.
• To develop through open discussion the moral basis of a secular society
and encourage ethical practices within our own membership and the
community at large.
• To inform the public regarding secular alternatives to supernatural
interpretations of the human condition.
• To support and defend the principles of democracy, free speech, and
separation of church and state as expressed in the Constitution of the
United States and the Bill of Rights.

For more information, write the Free Inquiry Group at the address
above, e-mail ﬁginfo@goﬁgger.org, or visit our web site at goﬁgger.org or
freeinquirygroup.org.

